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Mediolanum International Funds Limited (MIFL)
MIFL funds are managed internally or delegated to leading global Asset Managers

Established in Dublin in 1997

AUM* breakdown by Asset Class
Multi Asset
23%

130 employees

Over €43 billion in AUM

Equity
51%

44 Investment Professionals

Average experience of Senior
Managers (Investment Team): 27 years
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Data as of November 2020. *AUM breakdown source: Datawarehouse / RBC as of 30-11-2020.

Fixed
Income
26%

Mediolanum International Funds Limited (MIFL)
% of MIFL funds per country
4.11%

MIFL funds umbrellas per % AUM

0.28%

43.09%
Banca Mediolanum - Italy

Best Brands
Banco Mediolanum - Spain
Challenge
Bankhaus August Lenz - Germany
92.88%

56.91%

MIFL provide tailored investment solutions for our Network of
over 5200 Family Bankers across three different countries
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Source: Datawarehouse / RBC as of 30-04-2020.

MIFL Investment Team
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Why Trends
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Investors tend to underestimate the power of socio - economic changes

Smartphone in the ‘00

2007

2011

2013

2018

2020

Nobody would have
thought that a phone
without a keyboard could
succeed

Apple launches
the first phone with
touch screen

Apple
introduces Siri

Apple
introduces
Touch ID

Apple
introduces
Face ID

Apple
supports 5G
cellular
networks
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What is a trend?
Definition of trend
A disruptive change which alters the previous
status quo with long-term lasting effects

Why trends
are important?
➢ Anticipate the future – harness the power of
disruption
➢ Long term secular growth trends as key
performance driver
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How trends can help you build an optimal portfolio
Top-down
select trends with long term economic impact

Bottom-up
select those companies that can best monetise trends

Focusing on different trends can help providing extra diversification to the portfolio
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Investment
Process
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Investment Process

Top Down
House View

Manager
Research

Active Manager
Selection

Portfolio
Construction

Ongoing
Monitoring

Provides the macro
framework to determine
the optimum level of risk
for the Fund (within
guidelines) based on
current market
environment and
economic outlook.

The MIFL Manager
Research team
undertakes due
diligence and creates
“buy list” of best
candidates for portfolio
inclusion (based on our
proprietary 4P’s
analysis).

The MIFL Investment
team selects the most
appropriate manager(s)
from the “buy list”, given
shape of the Fund,
market environment and
portfolio manager
conviction.

Any change (manager
or position, addition or
subtraction) is assessed
for its holistic impact on
the overall risk profile of
the Fund.

We continuously
monitor market
developments and how
the Fund is performing
and make changes as
required.
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MIFL Manager Selection Process
The process of selecting a manager is a combination of science and art. The scientific approach is driven
by the numbers, quantitative analysis, but the fine art is the qualitative process. Because at the end what
matters the most is to analyse the people behind the strategy.
Inma Conde, CFA - Head of Manager Research, MIFL.

Level 1
Screening
› Excess Return vs.
stated investment
objective
› Extra Performance
Metrics
› Risk Metrics

Qualitative Desk
Research

Level 2
Screening
› Style Analysis &
Portfolio breakdown vs.
peers and over time
› Return correlation vs.
existing buy-list funds
› Review of Lead
Portfolio Managers
historical track record

› Review of external
Fund rating Reports
› Analysis of periods of
returns anomaly

Monitor and
Review

Multiple data sources
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Full Due
Diligence
› Portfolio Manager Meetings
› Qualitative Assessment of
Parent, People, Performance
and Process (4 P’s Scoring)
› Separate proprietary E
(ESG) rating: from 1
(laggard) to 5 (leader)
› E rating includes 2
qualitative pillars (Parent
and Process) and 1
quantitative pillar (Portfolio)

Final Shortlist
› Add to fund buy-list

MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities in a nutshell
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Capital Growth
Objective

Leading
Global Managers

Extra Diversification

Equity fund that, by investing in
innovative and disruptive
trends, aims to capture the
opportunities available in the
market with a long-term
horizon in mind

The fund leverages the
expertise of three best-in-class
managers in this space:
Robeco (core component),
Allianz and Wellington (satellite
components)

The fund, investing in three
thematic strategies and
therefore having access to
numerous trends, provides
more diversiﬁed access to
structural growth opportunities

Core - satellite portfolio construction
How it works?
➢
➢

MIFL selects an external manager to be in charge of the
Portfolio’s underlying core mandate.
A smaller component of the total AUM is then invested in one
or more existing funds (target funds).

Core Mandate (securities)
80% to 90% of the Portfolio
is invested in a core mandate

What are the benefits?
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➢

Extra diversification

➢

Combination of different investment philosophies and
approaches

➢

Aiming to deliver smoother risk-adjusted performance
outcomes

➢

Extra flexibility to implement tactical views - the core
manager has a long-term focus, while the satellite exposure
provides flexibility to more rapidly adjust the portfolio as market
conditions change

Satellite (funds)
10% to 20% of the Portfolio
is allocated to target funds

Target Fund

Core Manager - Robeco thematic approach

In order to select trends, Robeco conducts
an analysis based on 4 principles
The 4 Trends for Robeco
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of them need to be present for a trend to be
considered:
➢

The trend must be rapidly advancing

➢

The scope of the trend must be broad-based

➢

Economic impact of the trend must be disruptive

➢

The trend must be easily investable with many
pure-play listed opportunities
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The Connected Enterprise trend was previously known as Industrial Renaissance.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Digital World
Emerging Middle Class
Connected Enterprise
Healthy Aging

Core Manager – 1st trend: Digital World
Digitalization of the global economy brings
enormous potential for innovation

➢ Higher efficiency in production and delivery
➢ Online platforms for new product and
services
➢ Large growth opportunities in
consumption and digital finance

Target sub-sectors
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Source: Robeco.

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

online

E-commerce
Social Media
Gaming & eSports
E-learning
E-Finance and FinTech

Core Manager – 2nd trend: Emerging Middle Class
The wealthy middle class in emerging
countries is growing exponentially

➢ Rising consumer demand
➢ Rising health care and education spending
➢ Pension market expansion

Target sub-sectors
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Source: Robeco.

➢ Emerging financials
➢ Staples within
emerging markets
➢ Luxury brands
➢ Emerging education
➢ Emerging travel
companies

Core Manager – 3rd trend: Connected Enterprise
The digital transformation of enterprises
leads to innovative production techniques

➢ New production techniques like robotics
and Artificial Intelligence
➢ Factories are becoming smarter and more
productive
➢ Opportunities arising within cybersecurity

Target sub-sectors
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➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Electronic components
Sensors/machine vision
Physical infrastructure
Industrial software
Cybersecurity

Source: Robeco. This trend was previously known as Industrial Renaissance.

Core Manager – 4th trend: Healthy Aging
Northern hemisphere median age is rising,
evident need to reduce healthcare costs
➢ More efficient healthcare solutions (Digital
Doctor)
➢ Expansion of the private pension market

➢ Opportunities in the leisure industry, due to
the increase of life expectancy

Target sub-sectors
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Source: Robeco.

► Sporting goods and leisure
► Pension providers and
investment firms
► Personalised healthcare
and DNA
► Digital healthcare

Core Manager - Robeco portfolio construction

Top-Down
Select trends with long term
economic impact

Trend Selection

Global
Equity
Universe
(~3,000
names)

Stock Selection

›

Identify global
growth trends

longer-term

›

Fundamental
key

›

Find companies that fit in with
the selected trends

›

Robeco proprietary tools

analysis

Portfolio Construction

is

›

Size of positions based on conviction
level and risk characteristics

›

All positions are absolute weights (no
benchmark)

›

Strictly buy and sell discipline

Select those companies that can best
monetize such trends

Bottom-up
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Portfolio
50 – 70
stocks

Target Fund - Wellington thematic approach
Innovation as key theme

What this strategy is looking for?
Companies that “control their own destiny”

with a specific focus on more
disruptive trends

Where to find innovation?

Novel processes, new technologies, new products, or a

➢ Driving growth through innovation, or

business model change that allow a company to capture

➢ Having exposure to key secular trends

a disproportionate share of its industry

“Innovation is not just about healthcare and information technology but can be found broadly across
many sectors, creating opportunities to invest in both innovators and beneficiaries of innovation”
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Target Fund – sustainable innovators and secular trends
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Target Fund - Wellington investment process
Fundamental analysis

Idea generation

Focus on
› Drivers of innovation
› Beneficiaries of innovation and trend

›
›
›
›

Trend
Innovation
Barriers to entry
Risks

Portfolio construction
› Position size determined by conviction relative to contribution to risk
› Country/sector/theme positioning monitored

Global innovation
portfolio
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40 – 70 stocks

Valuation

› Long time horizon
› Market size, share potential and longterm margin outlook
› Relative P/E

Target Fund - Allianz Thematica approach
Breaking down megatrends

MEGATREND

MEGATREND
› Broad definition, difficult to invest

THEME

THEME

› Investable and diversified with active management
› Touches a range of applications, topics and end users

TOPIC

TOPIC

› Centered around a user or an application
› Sensitive to cyclicality

SINGLE STOCK
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Target Fund - Megatrends and themes
Megatrends influence how consumers and businesses see the world today
Urbanisation

Technological innovation

Resource scarcity

Demographic & social change

Examples of themes in the portfolio (usually 5 to 7)
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Digital life

Clean water &
land

Health tech

Future factory*

Next generation
energy

Education

Artificial
intelligence

Healthy lifestyle*

Pet economy

Safety and
security*

China impact*

Car of the future*

Source: Allianz Global Investors, 2020. *Not in the portfolio anymore.

Target Fund - Allianz: the three sources of alpha
1

Active theme
identification
›

2

3
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Source: Allianz Global Investors, 2020.

Identify themes with strong secular drivers

Ongoing review and
adaptation
›

Continuous review of each theme and adaptation based on long-term relevant signals

›

Invest in 5 to 7 themes

Active stock
selection
›

Pick stocks with a high exposure to a particular theme to ensure sensitivity

›

Allocate to stocks with greatest upside potential based on fundamental analysis

Positioning
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MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities – Portfolio Breakdown

Geographic Allocation
50%

Sector Allocation

45.9%

25%

23.8%

45%
40%

20%

35%

15.1%

30%

15%

11.2%

25%
20%
15%

16.8%

6.1%

5.1%

5%

5%

1.8%

2.1%

Asia
Pacific Ex
Jap

Others

0%

0%
North Europe Ex
Asia
America
UK
Emerging

10.9%

10.1%

10%

13.3%

10%
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17.8%

Japan

UK

Source: MIFL Data as of 30/11/2020. Equity exposure, net of derivatives.

2.2%

MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities – Portfolio Positioning
MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities

Portfolio Positioning
100%

%

Allianz Thematica

10.8

Wellington Global Innovation

5.9

Hoya Corp

2.5

60%

PayPal Holdings Inc

2.2

50%

Microsoft Corp

2.2

TSMC Ltd

2.1

Teradyne Inc

2.1

Informa Plc

2.0

Samsung Electronics Ltd

1.9

Jd. Com Inc

1.9

Aptiv Plc

1.8

91.1%
90%
80%
70%

40%
30%
20%
8.9%

10%
0%
Equity
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Source: MIFL Data as of 30/11/2020, excluding derivatives.

Cash

Performance
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MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities – Net Performance
Annualised Performance
16%

14.7%
13.3%

14%

11.6%

12%
10%

8.2%
8%

7.1%

6%
4%
2%

0%
1m

Performance
LA accumulation, unhedged
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Source: MIFL Data as of 30/11/2020, performance are net of fees.

3m

2019

26.41%

6m

YtD

1y

Conclusion
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Summary
The Disruptive
opportunity
Capital growth
objective
Managers
experience

Extra Diversification
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›

A thematic global equity fund that seeks to leverage opportunities created by
significant, long-term global transformations

›

By investing in strategies focused innovative and disruptive trends, the fund
aims to capture the opportunities available in the market with a long-term
horizon in mind

›

Following a core-satellite approach, the Fund leverages the expertise of three
best-in-class managers in the space

›

Extra-diversification is offered by investing in strategies focused on different
themes

MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities – Product Features
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Objective

Focus

AUM1

Long Term Capital Appreciation

Thematic Global Equity Fund

649 Millions

Inception Date

Portfolio Manager

Share Classes

12/10/2018 LA unhedged share
class denominated in EUR
(IE00BG0D0J96)

Tommaso Tabacchi

Unhedged LA
Hedged LHA

1. MIFL data as of end of November 2020.

Appendix

Key Characteristics
MBB Innovative Thematic Opportunities
Launch Date

12 October 2018

Fund Type

Delegated Hybrid

Base Currency

EUR
€649 million

Fund Size
SRRI
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6

Available for Sale

▪
▪
▪

Italy
Spain
Germany

Share classes available

▪
▪

IE00BG0D0J96 (LA, unhedged)
IE00BG0D0K02 (LHA, hedged)

Source: MIFL Data as at 30/11/2020.

Stock example: digital payments

Who they are?
➢ American company operating a worldwide
online payments system that supports online
money transfers, granting the ability to transfer
funds electronically between individuals and
businesses
➢ Serves as an electronic alternative to traditional
paper methods like checks and money orders.
➢ As of 2020, PayPal operates in 202 markets and
has 305 million active, registered accounts.
➢ PayPal allows customers to send, receive, and
hold funds in 25 currencies worldwide.
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Source: Robeco, Wikipedia. Example from the Digital World trend. For illustrative purpose only.

Why Robeco like them?

➢ Leading digital payment service provider, benefitting
from move to e-commerce and digitalization of
financial payments
➢ Very strong merchant relationships as well as large
customer base present significant first-mover
advantage
➢ Opportunity to build a full-fledged digital finance
platform
➢ Near term, strategic options lie in Peer-to-Peer (P2P),
FX and business transactions

Stock example: e-commerce

Who they are?
➢ Argentine company incorporated in the United States
that operates online marketplaces dedicated to ecommerce and online auctions
➢ Latin America's largest ecommerce company which
has experienced dramatic growth due to COVID-19
lockdowns
➢ The Argentine firm is doubling its footprint in Brazil,
its largest market, and in the July-September quarter
surpassed $1 billion in overall revenue for the first
time, driven by an ecommerce explosion in the
region
➢ Mercado Libre is also expanding into retail banking
through payment processor Mercado Pago.
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Source: Wellington, Wikipedia. For illustrative purpose only.

Why Wellington like them?

➢ Ecommerce is growing in Latin America, and this
could represent a permanent shift in consumer
behaviour
➢ Strong logistic platform that maintains delivery time
commitments
➢ Brand well known in Latin America, big scale;
availability of a wide range of products at
competitive prices
➢ Resilient
balance
sheet
and
experienced
management team

Theme example: health technology
“A health technology is the application of organized knowledge and skills in the form of devices, medicines,
vaccines, procedures and systems developed to solve a health problem and improve quality of lives.”
- World Health Organization (WHO)
Why Allianz like this theme?
The theme invests in companies that stand to
benefit from technological improvements in
health care
➢ Digitalisation has already transformed shopping,
booking and banking
➢ The health care sector, however, is still operating
mostly on paper.
➢ This is starting to change as hospitals, health care
insurance companies and practitioners are making
use of, and upgrading, digital technology to lower
their costs and allow for quicker and more
targeted treatment.
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Source: Allianz, WTO. For illustrative purpose only.

Portfolio Breakdown by Trends – Core mandate and target funds
Robeco

Allianz

Wellington
10%

8% 7%

15%

21%
15%

41%
25%

30%

6%

15%
19%

Artificial Intelligence
E-health
Demography
Digital disruption
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Source: MIFL, as of end October 2020. For illustrative purposes only.

50%

10%

28%

Artificial Intelligence
Water
E-health
Digital disruption
Pet Economy
New Energy
Education

Artificial Intelligence
E-health
Digital disruption
Education

About Robeco
AuM: EUR 155 billion

855 employees of which 228 are investment professionals

Offices in 15 countries around the world

EUR 10 billion managed in trends & thematic equity

EUR 144 billion managed in ESG integrated assets

A+ score in PRI assessment

41
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Source: Robeco, as of June 2020.

About Wellington
BY THE NUMBERS
Business
USD 1,004 billion of client assets
under management
2,270+ clients
60+ countries in which clients are based

People and portfolios
830 investment professionals
17 years of experience, on average
177 partners all active at the firm1

Heritage: key dates
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1928

Wellington Fund – the first
US balanced fund

1979

Establishment of our
private partnership

1994

Our first long – short
strategy

2014

Our first dedicated private
equity strategy

2015

Global Impact: Our first diversified
impact investing strategy in public
equities

Source: Wellington as of March 2020.

About Allianz Global Investors
AuM: EUR 546 billion

More than 2700 employees, of which 754 are investment
professionals

Offices in 25 countries around the world

Strong expertise in ESG / thematic equity strategies
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Source: Allianz Global Investors as of September 2020.

Disclaimer
This presentation is intended for Institutional or professional investors only. Retail investors should consult a professional adviser on their particular financial
circumstances and should not rely on the content of this presentation. Please do not redistribute.

Data is as at November 30th, 2020 unless stated otherwise.
This document is marketing material and is not intended as solicitation or a recommendation to either buy or sell any particular asset class, security or strategy.
This document should not be considered financial advice. Persons interested in acquiring the product should inform themselves as to (i) the legal requirements in the
countries of their nationality, residence, ordinary residence or domicile; (ii) any foreign exchange controls and (iii) any relevant tax consequences.
Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
Any reference to a ranking, a rating or an award provides no guarantee for future performance results and is not constant over time.
Forecasts are not reliable indicators of future performance.
Any calculations and charts set out herein are indicative only, make certain assumptions and no guarantee is given that future performance or results will reflect the
information herein.
Where individuals or the business have expressed opinions, they are based on current market conditions, they may differ from those of other investment professionals
and are subject to change without notice.

The content of this document is property of Mediolanum International Funds Limited ("MIFL"). No part of this material may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any
form by any means or redistributed without MIFL's prior written consent. Third party liability is excluded.
While great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, no responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for
any action taken in reliance thereon.
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